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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE 

USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) 

AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 

RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation, the tax 

treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction described in the associated materials we provide to you, 

including, but not limited to, any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are subject to change.  

Applicability of the information to specific situations should be determined through consultation with your tax adviser.



Farah N. Ansari, Esq.
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Unrelated Business Taxable Income
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➢ Background of unrelated business income tax.

➢ Eliminate unfair competition with for-profit
business.

Defining UBTI/UBIT – The History
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➢ Unrelated Business Taxable Income (“UBTI”) is gross
income from the conduct of a trade or business by a
tax-exempt entity which is regularly carried on and
which is not substantially related to the tax-exempt
organization’s charitable purposes; less deductions
and subject to modifications discussed later. IRC §§
511-513; Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1.

➢ UBIT stands for Unrelated Business Income Tax.

Defining UBTI/UBIT
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➢ Tax-exempt organizations subject to UBIT in addition 
to 501(c)(3) organizations

➢ § 501(c)(2)- single-parent title holding companies
➢ § 501(c)(4)- social welfare organizations
➢ § 501(c)(5)-labor, agricultural organizations
➢ § 501(c)(6)- business leagues
➢ Applies to the majority of tax-exempt organizations. 

IRC § 511(a).

Organizations Subject to UBIT
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➢ Individual retirement accounts described in § 408 
and 408A

➢ Qualified pension, profit-sharing plans under §
401(a)

Organizations Subject to UBIT
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➢ The tax applies differently to certain organizations,
such as § 501(c)(7) social clubs- more restrictive
rules- §512(a)(3)

Organizations Subject to UBIT
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➢ What is a trade or business?
➢ Includes “any activity which is carried on for the 

performance of services.” IRC § 513(c); Treas. Reg. §
1.513-1(b).

➢ “Trade or business” has the same general meaning 
as in IRC Section 162. Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(b).

➢ Are the activities similar to comparable commercial 
activities of a for-profit organization.

➢ Fragmentation rule

Defining UBTI/UBIT
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➢ When is an activity “regularly carried on”?
➢ When making this determination, look to the 

“frequency and continuity with which the activities 
productive of the income are conducted and the 
manner in which they are pursued.” Treas. Reg. §
1.513-1(c).

➢ Similar to comparable commercial activities of a 
nonexempt organization?

Defining UBTI/UBIT
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➢ When is an activity “substantially related”?
➢ “Only where the conduct of the business activities 

has a casual relationship to the achievement of 
exempt purposes (other than through the 

production of income); and it is substantially related

,  . . . , only if the causal relationship is a 
substantial one.” Treas. Reg. § 1.513-1(d)(2).

Defining UBTI/UBIT
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➢ For the trade or business “to be substantially 
related to purposes for which exemption is granted, 
the production or distribution of the goods or the 
performance of the services from which the gross 
income is derived must contribute importantly to 
the accomplishment of those purposes.” Treas. Reg. 
§ 1.513-1(d)(2).

➢ Review facts and circumstances

Defining UBTI/UBIT
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➢ The UBT modifications exclude certain passive
income, such as dividends, interest, annuities,
royalties, and rents.

➢ Exclusion for rent. But not if: (i) excessive personal
property rents; (ii) rent is determined by income or
profits; (iii) providing services.

➢ Exception to this modification rule applies when the
items of interest, annuities, royalties and rents are
received from a “controlled entity” (dividends are
not included in this exception). IRC § 512(b)(13).

Modifications
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➢ Rents from real property generally excluded. If
incidental amount of personal property leased with
real property, may be ok. Treas. Reg. § 1.512(b)-
1(c)(2)

➢ Incidental- 10% or less

➢ Example

➢ If excessive- more than 50%- entire amount is UBTI

➢ Example

Modifications- Rent Exclusion 
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➢ “If the determination of the amount of such rent
depends in whole or in part on the income or profits
derived by any person from the property leased
(other than an amount based on a fixed percentage
or percentages of receipts or sales)”- then rent
exclusion is not available

➢ Example- Madden v. Comm’r, T.C. Memo. 1997-395.

Modifications- Rent Exclusion 
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➢ Payment for space where services are also rendered 
is not rent from real property. Treas. Reg. § 
1.512(b)-1(c)(5), compare with Private Letter Ruling 
200241050.

Modifications- Rent Exclusion 
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➢ Definition of controlled entity. IRC § 512(b)(13)(D).

i. Ownership (by vote or value) of more than
50% of the stock, in the case of a corporation;

ii. Ownership of more than 50% of the profits
interests or capital interests in a partnership;
or

iii.Ownership of more than 50% of the beneficial
interests in the entity, in any other case. IRC §
512(b)(13)(D).

Exceptions
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➢ Another exception applies when the income is
derived from debt-financed property. IRC § 512(b).

➢ “Debt-financed” property is generally property that
is:  (i) held to produce income and (ii) which has

“acquisition indebtedness.” IRC § 514.

Exceptions
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➢ Portion of income that is derived from the debt-
financed property is included in UBTI. 
Debt/basis percentage= average acquisition 
indebtedness/ average amount of the adjusted 
basis. IRC § 514(a).

➢ An exception is if substantially related under IRC
§ 514(b)(1)(A).

➢ Example- Private Letter Ruling 201131029

Exceptions
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➢ § 514(c)(9) excluded from the definition of
“acquisition indebtedness”, indebtedness that is
incurred by a qualified organization in acquiring
or improving real property.

Exceptions
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TAX EXEMPT INVESTORS 

• Types of tax-exempt investors:

• Qualified organizations

• Non-qualified organizations

• “Super tax-exempts”

CBIZ Marks Paneth and MHM  | 



TAX-EXEMPT INVESTORS CLASSIFICATION 
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• Qualified organizations:

• Educational and their affiliated support organizations 

• Qualified Pension Trusts (stock bonus, defined benefit, profit sharing, etc.)

• Title holding companies whose shareholders are qualified organizations

• Certain Retirement Income Accounts (church plans)

• Non-qualified organizations:

• A tax-exempt organizations that don’t qualify under section 514(c)(9)(C)

• Private foundations, IRAs, etc.

• “Super tax-exempt organizations”:

• Certain state-sponsored agencies such as state pension plans
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• Tax-exempt investment may be direct or indirect. Often indirectly
invested via multi-tier structures

• Identifying direct tax-exempt investors via:
• Partnership agreement

• Organizational chart

• Identifying indirect tax-exempt investors:
• More difficult to identify compared to direct

• Need to ask clients

• Request W-9s

• Review investor subscription materials

• Partnership agreement may or may not be helpful

• Organizational chart may or may not be helpful

• Tax determination letters

• Form 990’s

• “Tax exempt organization search tool” on IRS website
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• File IRS Form 990, 990-PF or 990-T

• Pursue various investments
• Stocks, bonds, hedge funds, etc.

• Real estate

• Presence of tax-exempt entities complicates real estate deals:
• Structuring

• Compliance (fractions rule, etc.)

• Blockers (including REITs)
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• Tax-exempt organizations are not subject to regular federal income tax and 
require specific footnotes on K-1’s

• They are subject to unrelated business income tax instead

• Tax-exempt organization’s investment in real estate is generally not related 
to exempt purpose of the organization and is, therefore, UBTI unless 
excluded.
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• Investments generating trade or business income 

• Referred to as “Line 1 activity” 

• Common examples:
• Hotel operations 

• Parking structures

• Nursing homes

• Dealer property

• Line 1 operations = UBTI for most investors

• Primary tax strategy – avoid UBTI on disposition of Line 1 activity
• N/A to dealer property (gain flows to Line 1)
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UBTI TREATMENT OF RENTAL INCOME
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• Rents received from real property are generally considered passive income and 

not subject to UBTI

• Exceptions

• Rents of other than real property such as personal property;

• Rent is determined by income or profits; 

• Substantial services are provided with rental.

RENTS FROM REAL PROPERTY
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• Rental of personal property along with real property is “incidental” if the rent 

attributable to the personal property is no more than 10% of the total rent 

received

• Under 10% = ok; not UBTI

• If personal property rental income exceeds 10% but is no more than 50% 

then a portion of the rent received is treated as rent from personal property
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• If personal property rents exceed 50%, then the entire amount of rental 

income is treated as UBTI
• Important planning consideration at time of acquisition / development

• Reduces potential benefit of cost segregation study

• Need to balance benefit of faster depreciation with additional UBTI exposure

• The personal property rules apply over the life of the deal, therefore, 

planning is important
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DEBT-FINANCED RENTAL PROPERTY 
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• Generally, debt-financed property is any property:

• held to produce income, and

• with acquisition indebtedness at any time during the tax year or, if the property was disposed 

of during the tax year, at any time during the 12 months before the disposition.

• Income from dividends, interest, royalties, rents, capital gains, and similar investment 

portfolio activities are generally excluded from UBI. However, such income from debt-

financed property is generally taxable as unrelated business income

• Margin-financed securities are debt-financed property

• The income attributable to an interest in an investment partnership is debt-financed 

income to the extent it is attributable to debt-financed property owned by the 

partnership

DEBT FINANCED PROPERTY
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• Acquisition indebtedness, for any debt-financed property, is the unpaid balance of debt 

incurred by the organization:

• in acquiring or improving the property;

• before acquiring or improving the property, if the debt would not have been incurred but for such 

acquisition or improvement; or

• after acquiring or improving the property, if the debt would not have been incurred but for the 

acquisition or improvement, and the need to incur such debt was reasonably foreseeable when the 

property was acquired or improved. 

• Acquisition indebtedness is determined on a property-by-property basis and only includes 

principal, not interest

• Both debt incurred to acquire a partnership interest and debt incurred by the partnership to 

acquire property must be included in calculating a tax-exempt partner's acquisition 

indebtedness

ACQUISITION INDEBTEDNESS
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• Average acquisition indebtedness used in determining unrelated debt-financed

income related to a particular property is the average principal debt outstanding during the

portion of the tax year the property is held by the organization.

• This amount is computed by

• determining the outstanding debt on the first day of each calendar month during the tax year the

property is held,

• adding these amounts together, and

• dividing the result by the total number of months during the tax year the organization held the

property (including any months the property is owned after the debt is paid off).

• When making this calculation, a portion of a month is treated as a full month

• Average acquisition indebtedness is calculated separately for each property

• When an organization incurs a single debt to acquire several properties, an allocation of the
debt should be made

DETERMINING AVERAGE ACQUISITION INDEBTEDNESS
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• Revenue attributable to property that is financed by debt and used in an activity unrelated to an 

organization's exempt purpose is UDFI

• Such revenue can be ordinary, capital, active, or passive income and may include dividends and rents, 

as well as gain or loss from the sale or other disposition of debt-financed property

• UDFI only arises from debt-financed property, which in turn, exists only if there is acquisition 

indebtedness with respect to such property

• Compute UDFI by multiplying gross income from the debt-financed property by a ratio referred to as 

the debt/basis percentage

CALCULATING UNRELATED DEBT-FINANCED INCOME (“UDFI”)
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• Calculating UDFI requires determining the debt-financed property's average adjusted basis - as 

of the first and the last day during the tax year the organization holds the property

• A property's adjusted basis is its original cost, plus any additions, and less any depreciation or 

amortization allowed

• Adjustment must be made for depreciation for all prior years the property was owned

• To calculate the amount of taxable UDFI, an organization is allowed the same deductions as 

taxable entities, provided such items are directly connected with the debt-financed property or its 

income

AVERAGE ADJUSTED BASIS
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SALE OF RENTAL PROPERTY 
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SALE OF RENTAL PROPERTY

• IRC 512(b)(5) excludes gain (or loss) on the sale of property but only if the gain (or loss) is not from sale 

of inventory or otherwise from property held for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business.

• For sale or other disposition of property that is debt financed, the amount of debt is the highest amount of 

debt that existed for the 12-month period preceding the disposition of the property. This is to prevent 

organizations from paying off the debt to avoid the gain.

• For all other types of passive income from property, the amount of debt is the average amount of debt for 

the year in which the income is earned. 
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SALE OF RENTAL PROPERTY COMPUTATION

• The average amount is computed by totaling the amount of debt for the first day of each month and 

dividing by 12. 

• An average figure is used in determining basis for purposes of the debt-basis ratio. The rule for debt 

financed property states that the figure to be used for "basis" is an average of the basis of the property 

on the first day of the tax year that the property is held and the basis of the property on the last day of 

the tax year on which the property was held.

• Generally, gross income and related expenses are computed in the same manner as for taxable 

persons. 

• One important difference exists. IRC 514(a)(3) prohibits the use of accelerated depreciation. The 

straight-line method of computing depreciation is required to be used.
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EXCEPTION FOR QUALIFIED ORGANIZATIONS IRC 514(C)(9) 
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• UBIT rules discourage tax exempt organizations from investing in real estate where 

leverage is present

• Section 514(c)(9) allows qualified organizations to invest in leveraged real estate 

without generating UBIT

• Taxability difference between qualified and non-qualified organizations is as follows:

• Qualified – receive favorable tax treatment

• Non-qualified – are generally subject to UBTI unless there is a blocker corp, etc. 

• Qualified organizations (described earlier) are educational institutions and their 

affiliates

• Non-qualified – all others
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• Section 514(c)(9)(B) sets forth special requirements for when 514(a) doesn’t apply. 

• Those requirements are related to the property and debt incurred. 

• If the property is held though a partnership, then the partnership needs to meet the above-

mentioned requirements unless:

• All of the partners are qualified organization’s 

• The allocation to all qualified partners must be within 168(h)(6), or

• The partnership must meet the “fractions rule” - IRC 514(c)(9)(E) 
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• Under IRC 514(c)(9)(E) there are two requirements: 

• Allocation of items to a partner which is a qualified organization cannot result in such partner 

having a share of the overall partnership income for any taxable year greater than the partner’s 

share of overall partnership loss for the taxable year in which the partner’s share of loss will be 

the smallest

• Allocations must have substantial economic effect under section 704(b)

• There are exceptions as follows:

• Section 704(c) allocations for disproportionate losses (contributed property), or

• Reasonable preferred returns, or

• Reasonable guaranteed payments



512(A)(6) SEPARATE TRADE OR BUSINESS CALCULATIONS
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UNRELATED BUSINESS TAXABLE INCOME CALCULATED SEPARATELY 

FOR EACH TRADE OR BUSINESS

• Prior to enactment of TCJA, exempt organization having multiple lines of unrelated trade or businesses 

could offset income from one activity with loss from another

• The Act imposes 21% tax on each separate line of business

• Congress wanted this tax to achieve parity between tax exempt organizations and for-profit entities that 

are taxable on separate businesses

• Enacting of new section 512(a)(6)

• Effective for taxable years beginning after December 31, 2017

CBIZ Marks Paneth and MHM  |
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IRC 512(A)(6)

• 512(a)(6) provides further detail for organizations with more than 1 trade or business and
says:

• UBTI shall be computed separately with respect to each trade of business including for purposes of

any net operating loss,

• UBTI should be the sum of all of the UBTI computed with respect to each such trade or business,

less specific deduction, and

• UBTI should not be less than zero.
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The following can be aggregated as a single trade or business activity – code 901101

• Qualified Partnership Interest (QPI)

• Qualifying S Corporation Interest that meets QPI definition

• Debt-financed Income

• Reporting Advertising Income – Part IX
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• TEO holds directly no more than:

• 2% of profits interest and

• 2% of capital interest

• No aggregation of partnership interest of Participation test

• Look though rule may apply to allow aggregation of lower tied partnerships

UBTI with other QPIs. QPI status is determined by the indirectly-held

partnership’s interest with regard to the organization (50% x 4%)
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• The test is met if:
• The TEO holds no more than 20% of the capital interest in the partnership, AND

• The TEO does not significantly participate in the partnership

• Aggregation required when determining the percentage interest:
• 509(a)(3) supporting orgs (other than Type III that is not a parent of its supported org)

• 512(b)(13) controlled entities

• Look though rule is determined at the direct ownership level, not the indirect 

level
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• In computing UBTI, deductions are allowed, such as deductions under IRC

§ 162 for trade or business expenses.

• The deductions must be for expenses that are directly connected with

carrying on the unrelated trade or business. IRC § 512(a)(1).

• Reported on Form 990-T
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• Tax-exempt organization must file a return if it has gross income of $1,000 or

more from a regularly conducted unrelated trade or business.

• Corporate tax rate or Trust tax rate

• The unrelated activity must be less than a substantial portion of organization’s

overall activities

• Otherwise, may jeopardize tax exempt status of organization.
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